
From: Angela Dellaporta
To: Council, City
Subject: Item #2 August 1, 2022: Fry’s Site
Date: Sunday, July 31, 2022 7:56:17 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council Members

I see much to commend the Portage Avenue/Fry’s Site proposal being considered today. The
naturalization of the creek is an excellent development, as is the increase in open/park space. 
It looks as if a bike lane could lead from Boulware Park through the open space at this new
development, which would also be a welcome feature. 

However, I am dismayed that the City Council is having to sacrifice Palo Alto’s standards —
and indeed any chance at creativity — in order to avoid the unnamed litigation referred to in
the proposal. Surely there are some better alternatives, especially since the site is zoned purely
for residential use?  

I am dismayed the city is having to make a choice between adequate open/park space and a bit
of BMR space.  

And I’m dismayed that the BMR units must be segregated from the  non-BMR units. 

I am dismayed that the Cannery area is largely to become R&D  space, when it could become
a welcoming area for residents to congregate, buy food, create and buy art, take lessons, etc.
 (See below for an example of what is possible, built by the city of Santa Cruz in some old
warehouses.) It’s not that I want to eliminate the R&D — I just think it should be more
limited.

What kind of a city do we really want to be living in?  Do we want a Palo Alto that is
predominantly offices?  Where it’s necessary to drive a car to take care of any errand, or to go
out to lunch? Do we want to be locked into a past that allows offices to reign supreme? Or do
we want Palo Alto to be vibrant, creative, focused on residents ad welcoming to a wide variety
of people? 

As City Council Members, you ought to create the Palo Alto you want to see.  You have the
leverage.  What do you choose? 

Thank you, Angela Dellaporta 

Below, please see photos from a small group of wineries, gastropubs, bike shops and gift
shops built in a couple of old warehouses in north Santa Cruz.  Bustling and fun, these places
attract a wide variety of patrons, encourage bike riding, and promote local artisans.  

mailto:asdellaporta@gmail.com
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From: Sky Posse Post
To: Council, City
Subject: Airplane Noise Study Session
Date: Monday, August 1, 2022 12:10:35 AM
Attachments: 7.31.22 Draft Comments for PACC study session.pdf

Some people who received this message don't often get email from skypossepost@gmail.com.
Learn why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Please find attached a letter with 3 asks for PACC consideration regarding airplane noise. 

mailto:skypossepost@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification



Sky Posse Palo Alto


July 31, 2022


Palo Alto City Council
@City.Council@cityofpaloalto.org


Dear Council,


Thank you for holding a study session on Airplane Noise. We would like to reiterate Council’s
priorities for 2022 - Economic Recovery, Climate Change, Housing, and Community Health
and Safety. Public speakers and requests from citizens during Council’s Priority setting off
site was largely to address noise and air quality health concerns.


Noise, and particularly night and early morning jet noise, have serious quality of life and
productivity repercussions. Thus, the impact on the well being of current and future residents
is significant to Palo Alto’s resilience - especially for families with our older and youngest
residents, and to many who increasingly want to work from home. When the FAA rolled out
the Nextgen program in 2014 the response from Palo Alto residents and neighboring
communities was swift and unequivocal - noise from poorly designed Nextgen procedures is
"brutal" and "unbearable.1"


The FAA's quest2 to reduce separation between incoming planes meant air traffic was shifted
lower and concentrated over communities. While the FAA and airports have focused on
obscuring noise problems, and spend more time highlighting Nextgen "benefits,' in actuality
the partnership between FAA and the airline industry is expensive and dysfunctional with
benefits that cannot be traced. During a May 2021 Update3 to Congress on Nextgen, the
Inspector General plainly stated that the FAA's original benefits analysis was based on
“optimistic assumptions.” In the same hearing, it was made clear that Congress has yet to
identify a baseline to understand Nextgen benefits or any metrics because the program was
launched with none. Environmental costs have not been quantified, and we already know
that the FAA's assumptions about noise are wholly flawed.


In 2016, the FAA began to tell Congress that noise is a “shared responsibility” with local
governments.4 In truth, the FAA has sole responsibility for noise assessments as required by
NEPA in order to determine appropriate mitigation measures. The agency has also failed to
improve community outreach in spite of testifying to Congress about their efforts, which
takes decades to implement and inadequately serve the public or not at all. Lately, the FAA
brings industry folks to talk at Roundtables about how airlines and community interests are
“aligned,” ignoring public complaints about noise, health, and environmental issues. In
almost nine years of observation, the FAA’s community outreach ultimately misleads the


4 FAA Report to Congress on Lessons Learned from Nextgen Projects
3 May 18, 2021 Air Traffic Control Modernization Update Roundtable
2 New FAA Procedures Reduce Separations at Major Airports


1 Petition to Elected Representatives - Reduce Aircraft Noise over Palo Alto and Neighboring
Communities



https://www.faa.gov/about/plans_reports/congress/media/Community_Involvement_in_NextGen_Projects_PL_115-254_Sec176.pdf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKwJWeWn6xE&t=6s

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cd97ejO5apiXG7yk0cjewWyQtKE2ulVa/view?usp=sharing

https://www.change.org/p/elected-representatives-reduce-aircraft-noise-over-palo-alto-and-neighboring-communities?recruiter=191944221&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=facebook&utm_campaign=share_facebook_responsive&utm_term=des-lg-no_src-no_msg

https://www.change.org/p/elected-representatives-reduce-aircraft-noise-over-palo-alto-and-neighboring-communities?recruiter=191944221&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=facebook&utm_campaign=share_facebook_responsive&utm_term=des-lg-no_src-no_msg
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public, policy makers, and regularly reinterprets laws as is happening with the 2018
Ombudsman law.5 This law was initiated by quiet skies grassroots groups for the FAA to
communicate with community groups, but the money to fund this law is not being used for its
intent.


Please consider in your study session, Status of National and Regional Airplane Noise
Initiatives, the following three Sky Posse requests: 1) address the jurisdictional and legal
issues that prevent progress; 2) explore a city jet noise complaints app, 3) address the
unanimous Select Committee recommendations that can help the MidPeninsula.


1. Jurisdictional and legal issues of FAA’s Community Outreach Policies and
Practices


ASK TO PACC:


Please task the City Attorney to explore and propose a petition for rule change6 with
the FAA about FAA’s Community Outreach practices to address the interests of
actual communities by recognizing the current dysfunction of the FAA partnership
with airports in managing noise concerns.The City needs to engage advisors who
have a strong environmental practice, in government ethics and compliance, and not
advisors that derive most of their profits from airports.


The most problematic issue about FAA’s Community Outreach is the idea of using airports
and airport roundtables as the regulator’s public outreach representatives. While airports are
regulated by federal laws, they are owned and operated by cities and counties whose
interests are in conflict with the interests of communities impacted by Nextgen. And the
stakeholders that profit from airports carry no accountability for issues outside their
jurisdiction. As profit-making businesses, airports cannot speak for communities and should
not be “one” with the FAA or treat the public as the FAA Western Administrator called the
public - “external stakeholders.” The FAA is wrong to try to outsource their noise
responsibilities while fighting the public in court, to ignore noise.


The SCSC Roundtable and its eventual demise is a case study where a “seat” at the table
for Palo Alto also did not help. Funded with our local tax dollars, the SCSC was launched
with an agreement between the FAA and Members of Congress who decided what the
regional table could or could not talk about. In San Diego, an airport community table
initiative seems proud to say that they begin work with communities with an understanding
that airport capacity issues are off the table. This is not at all consistent with what the FAA
says it wants to do - share responsibility, and it’s an illustration that the FAA is regressing
from the first time their leadership met with us in Palo Alto CIty Hall, or is deeply misguided
in carrying out its job as a regulator.


In 2016, when airports were not leading community discussions, and with the FAA at the
table, citizens did put capacity up for discussion. Please see the unanimous Select


6 https://www.transportation.gov/regulations/rulemaking-process#rulemaking
5 https://quietskiesconference.org/2018-reauthorization



https://www.transportation.gov/regulations/rulemaking-process#rulemaking

https://quietskiesconference.org/2018-reauthorization
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Committee Recommendation 3.4, on balancing airport capacity and impacts on health. This
was a process that involved 12 members and 12 alternate high level elected officials from
Santa Clara, San Mateo, and Santa Cruz Counties in nearly 20 meetings over six months.
The growth projections from 2016 need review in light of the IG’s comments. Recent airline
cancellations are not because of new traffic growth:


Capacity Limitations


The Select Committee understands that the growth in air traffic for the Bay Area is
projected to increase by approximately 2 percent per annum. While overall capacity
limitations have not been reached at San Francisco International Airport, the
availability of additional daytime flight capacity is limited, and it is anticipated that
future traffic growth can only be accommodated during nighttime hours. The impact
of additional flights during overnight hours is significantly greater to those on the
ground, and requires stricter nighttime regulations to avoid sleep interference, as
discussed further in Item 2.4 in this Report (Overnight Flights). Longer term,
increased traffic levels may necessitate implementation of capacity limitations,
such as longer in-trail spacing between aircraft or assigned gate slots.


Recommendation: The Select Committee believes these capacity issues should
be considered by any successor committee, as recommended in Item 3.1,
Recommendations 1 and 2, in this Report (Need for an Ongoing Venue to Address
Aircraft Noise Mitigation).


(Vote: __12__ Aye, __0__ Nay, __0__ Absent or Abstain)


The Select Committee also had something to say about “who makes recommendations to
whom” and aptly described the FAA’s process as “fundamentally backwards.”


Who Makes Recommendations to Whom


In the face of widespread concern about aircraft noise over portions of three
counties, the Select Committee was empaneled to provide recommendations to
Members of Congress on appropriate measures to eliminate or mitigate noise where
practicable. The Committee members understood and accepted that assignment,
and this Report represents the Committee’s best effort to offer such
recommendations.


That being said, the mitigation of aircraft noise is a highly technical matter. The
Committee was wholly comprised of (elected) lay people. Charging a group of
elected lay people with the responsibility for making recommendations in this area
seems less than ideal, particularly when the FAA has the requisite expertise and
responsibility to manage aircraft traffic in the public interest.


Simply put, notwithstanding the FAA’s good faith effort to provide technical expertise
to the Committee, the Committee’s view is that the process is fundamentally
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backwards – the FAA should be going to Members of Congress and their affected
constituencies with proposals for review and comment, not the other way around.


Recommendation: Should a similar process be employed here or elsewhere in the
country in the future, the Select Committee recommends that, to the greatest degree
possible, the FAA be charged with the responsibility for identifying and proposing
solutions to mitigate noise concerns, and that community groups and elected officials
be consulted for review and comment, and to offer additional suggestions.


(Vote: __12__ Aye, __0__ Nay, __0__ Absent or Abstain)


Any rule change to address the FAA's Community Outreach practices must review how
NEPA is being abused; environmental effects of Nextgen and all FAA actions are subject to
NEPA disclosure and potential mitigation agreements before implementation, which the FAA
evades. Please see our Special Report,The Role of Local Officials in FAA’s NEPA Practices.


2. Explore a new City jet noise complaints app


ASK TO PACC:


Building on Santa Cruz citizen Adam Worrall’s http://stop.jetnoise.net app that shares
anonymized data with airports, academics, citizen researchers, please explore
establishing a new City jet noise app.


City complaint numbers exist for abandoned vehicles, shoreline noise, fireworks, etc.
Reporting aircraft noise requires something like a smart phone app that can identify specific
flights and elevations in order to have meaningful data to be collected, archived, and shared
in a way that is considerate of the various parties that can use the information. Citizen noise
reporting fulfills a communication role that goes beyond airport uses and they need to be
handled better than the Airport/FAA status quo. SFO has been working to replace Adam’s
app, but with unreasonable constraints.


Mayor Burt will recall that prior to Nextgen, impacted citizens did not have contact with
SFO’s noise office. Council’s reaction to resident concerns when we approached Council in
April 2014 was - how could there be a problem if there aren’t any complaints at SFO? Our
early observations, in 2014, about noise complaints to the airport are described here.


Citizen reporting data is best managed independently from federal and airport contractors
who have conflicts of interests with FAA and airport business - and as has been proven by
Adam’s innovation done at his own personal expense. Palo Alto is affected by three
international airports and other GA airports, including its own - all with different and
cumbersome systems. Our area counts on brilliant researchers and engineers who can
advise on a City app. Please work with community experts to modernize the various data
and information systems that inform you and for future leaders.



https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qIwUndE5OqqcJJv-QQt9d2pW4i5-cCus/view?usp=sharing

http://stop.jetnoise.net

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KGHSokquxHC8paDb7tVil7ORTDC6oTO4/view?usp=sharing
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3. Implement the Select Committee’s Unanimous Recommendations


ASK TO PACC:


Please take the responsible parties of Nextgen national infrastructure to task for
implementing the unanimous recommendations of the Select Committee relying on
lawful cumulative impacts analysis or fair data capture (not just looking at the
footprint of one plane) and relevant metrics. There are several, and these should be
considered in GBAS assessments..


● Southern Arrivals – rec. 2.5.5 to assess a procedure for Southern Arrivals
that does not “simply result in noise shifting”


● Flights from the North – rec. 2.2. to utilize the so-called East leg (over the
Bay) as much as possible"


Recommendation 2.5.5 follows Sky Posse advocacy for a Full Length of the Bay route to
have aircraft at high altitudes when going over populations, and with noisy descents over
water. The FAA has for too long been neglecting the SC process and its own two offers to
the Select Committee for night time noise reduction for the MidPeninsula - voluntary
programs and/or what FAA leadership described as infrastructure changes such as a new
route. Please note that new route or flight path development is only as good as their
eventual appropriate and balanced usage. The FAA recently presented in LA about “Option
B” processes7 to address usage which is critical and does not need to wait for the work with
GBAS.


The Select Committee was formed in response to citizen complaints with the support of
elected representatives, to address Nextgen noise. Private citizens devoted thousands of
hours to the effort, working with the FAA and members of Congress at their direction, on
their terms. In the end, the FAA ignored the committee's recommendations, effectively
thumbing their noses at the entire effort. We expect better, and need PACC to be more
proactive in advocating to reduce air traffic noise impacting Palo Alto neighborhoods.


Thank you,


Sky Posse Palo Alto


7


https://www.lawa.org/-/media/lawa-web/environment/lax-community-noise-roundtable/noise_manage
ment_presentations/2022/7-20-22-faa-n-downwind-option-b-presentation.ashx
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Sky Posse Palo Alto

July 31, 2022

Palo Alto City Council
@City.Council@cityofpaloalto.org

Dear Council,

Thank you for holding a study session on Airplane Noise. We would like to reiterate Council’s
priorities for 2022 - Economic Recovery, Climate Change, Housing, and Community Health
and Safety. Public speakers and requests from citizens during Council’s Priority setting off
site was largely to address noise and air quality health concerns.

Noise, and particularly night and early morning jet noise, have serious quality of life and
productivity repercussions. Thus, the impact on the well being of current and future residents
is significant to Palo Alto’s resilience - especially for families with our older and youngest
residents, and to many who increasingly want to work from home. When the FAA rolled out
the Nextgen program in 2014 the response from Palo Alto residents and neighboring
communities was swift and unequivocal - noise from poorly designed Nextgen procedures is
"brutal" and "unbearable.1"

The FAA's quest2 to reduce separation between incoming planes meant air traffic was shifted
lower and concentrated over communities. While the FAA and airports have focused on
obscuring noise problems, and spend more time highlighting Nextgen "benefits,' in actuality
the partnership between FAA and the airline industry is expensive and dysfunctional with
benefits that cannot be traced. During a May 2021 Update3 to Congress on Nextgen, the
Inspector General plainly stated that the FAA's original benefits analysis was based on
“optimistic assumptions.” In the same hearing, it was made clear that Congress has yet to
identify a baseline to understand Nextgen benefits or any metrics because the program was
launched with none. Environmental costs have not been quantified, and we already know
that the FAA's assumptions about noise are wholly flawed.

In 2016, the FAA began to tell Congress that noise is a “shared responsibility” with local
governments.4 In truth, the FAA has sole responsibility for noise assessments as required by
NEPA in order to determine appropriate mitigation measures. The agency has also failed to
improve community outreach in spite of testifying to Congress about their efforts, which
takes decades to implement and inadequately serve the public or not at all. Lately, the FAA
brings industry folks to talk at Roundtables about how airlines and community interests are
“aligned,” ignoring public complaints about noise, health, and environmental issues. In
almost nine years of observation, the FAA’s community outreach ultimately misleads the

4 FAA Report to Congress on Lessons Learned from Nextgen Projects
3 May 18, 2021 Air Traffic Control Modernization Update Roundtable
2 New FAA Procedures Reduce Separations at Major Airports

1 Petition to Elected Representatives - Reduce Aircraft Noise over Palo Alto and Neighboring
Communities

https://www.faa.gov/about/plans_reports/congress/media/Community_Involvement_in_NextGen_Projects_PL_115-254_Sec176.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKwJWeWn6xE&t=6s
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cd97ejO5apiXG7yk0cjewWyQtKE2ulVa/view?usp=sharing
https://www.change.org/p/elected-representatives-reduce-aircraft-noise-over-palo-alto-and-neighboring-communities?recruiter=191944221&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=facebook&utm_campaign=share_facebook_responsive&utm_term=des-lg-no_src-no_msg
https://www.change.org/p/elected-representatives-reduce-aircraft-noise-over-palo-alto-and-neighboring-communities?recruiter=191944221&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=facebook&utm_campaign=share_facebook_responsive&utm_term=des-lg-no_src-no_msg
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public, policy makers, and regularly reinterprets laws as is happening with the 2018
Ombudsman law.5 This law was initiated by quiet skies grassroots groups for the FAA to
communicate with community groups, but the money to fund this law is not being used for its
intent.

Please consider in your study session, Status of National and Regional Airplane Noise
Initiatives, the following three Sky Posse requests: 1) address the jurisdictional and legal
issues that prevent progress; 2) explore a city jet noise complaints app, 3) address the
unanimous Select Committee recommendations that can help the MidPeninsula.

1. Jurisdictional and legal issues of FAA’s Community Outreach Policies and
Practices

ASK TO PACC:

Please task the City Attorney to explore and propose a petition for rule change6 with
the FAA about FAA’s Community Outreach practices to address the interests of
actual communities by recognizing the current dysfunction of the FAA partnership
with airports in managing noise concerns.The City needs to engage advisors who
have a strong environmental practice, in government ethics and compliance, and not
advisors that derive most of their profits from airports.

The most problematic issue about FAA’s Community Outreach is the idea of using airports
and airport roundtables as the regulator’s public outreach representatives. While airports are
regulated by federal laws, they are owned and operated by cities and counties whose
interests are in conflict with the interests of communities impacted by Nextgen. And the
stakeholders that profit from airports carry no accountability for issues outside their
jurisdiction. As profit-making businesses, airports cannot speak for communities and should
not be “one” with the FAA or treat the public as the FAA Western Administrator called the
public - “external stakeholders.” The FAA is wrong to try to outsource their noise
responsibilities while fighting the public in court, to ignore noise.

The SCSC Roundtable and its eventual demise is a case study where a “seat” at the table
for Palo Alto also did not help. Funded with our local tax dollars, the SCSC was launched
with an agreement between the FAA and Members of Congress who decided what the
regional table could or could not talk about. In San Diego, an airport community table
initiative seems proud to say that they begin work with communities with an understanding
that airport capacity issues are off the table. This is not at all consistent with what the FAA
says it wants to do - share responsibility, and it’s an illustration that the FAA is regressing
from the first time their leadership met with us in Palo Alto CIty Hall, or is deeply misguided
in carrying out its job as a regulator.

In 2016, when airports were not leading community discussions, and with the FAA at the
table, citizens did put capacity up for discussion. Please see the unanimous Select

6 https://www.transportation.gov/regulations/rulemaking-process#rulemaking
5 https://quietskiesconference.org/2018-reauthorization

https://www.transportation.gov/regulations/rulemaking-process#rulemaking
https://quietskiesconference.org/2018-reauthorization
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Committee Recommendation 3.4, on balancing airport capacity and impacts on health. This
was a process that involved 12 members and 12 alternate high level elected officials from
Santa Clara, San Mateo, and Santa Cruz Counties in nearly 20 meetings over six months.
The growth projections from 2016 need review in light of the IG’s comments. Recent airline
cancellations are not because of new traffic growth:

Capacity Limitations

The Select Committee understands that the growth in air traffic for the Bay Area is
projected to increase by approximately 2 percent per annum. While overall capacity
limitations have not been reached at San Francisco International Airport, the
availability of additional daytime flight capacity is limited, and it is anticipated that
future traffic growth can only be accommodated during nighttime hours. The impact
of additional flights during overnight hours is significantly greater to those on the
ground, and requires stricter nighttime regulations to avoid sleep interference, as
discussed further in Item 2.4 in this Report (Overnight Flights). Longer term,
increased traffic levels may necessitate implementation of capacity limitations,
such as longer in-trail spacing between aircraft or assigned gate slots.

Recommendation: The Select Committee believes these capacity issues should
be considered by any successor committee, as recommended in Item 3.1,
Recommendations 1 and 2, in this Report (Need for an Ongoing Venue to Address
Aircraft Noise Mitigation).

(Vote: __12__ Aye, __0__ Nay, __0__ Absent or Abstain)

The Select Committee also had something to say about “who makes recommendations to
whom” and aptly described the FAA’s process as “fundamentally backwards.”

Who Makes Recommendations to Whom

In the face of widespread concern about aircraft noise over portions of three
counties, the Select Committee was empaneled to provide recommendations to
Members of Congress on appropriate measures to eliminate or mitigate noise where
practicable. The Committee members understood and accepted that assignment,
and this Report represents the Committee’s best effort to offer such
recommendations.

That being said, the mitigation of aircraft noise is a highly technical matter. The
Committee was wholly comprised of (elected) lay people. Charging a group of
elected lay people with the responsibility for making recommendations in this area
seems less than ideal, particularly when the FAA has the requisite expertise and
responsibility to manage aircraft traffic in the public interest.

Simply put, notwithstanding the FAA’s good faith effort to provide technical expertise
to the Committee, the Committee’s view is that the process is fundamentally
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backwards – the FAA should be going to Members of Congress and their affected
constituencies with proposals for review and comment, not the other way around.

Recommendation: Should a similar process be employed here or elsewhere in the
country in the future, the Select Committee recommends that, to the greatest degree
possible, the FAA be charged with the responsibility for identifying and proposing
solutions to mitigate noise concerns, and that community groups and elected officials
be consulted for review and comment, and to offer additional suggestions.

(Vote: __12__ Aye, __0__ Nay, __0__ Absent or Abstain)

Any rule change to address the FAA's Community Outreach practices must review how
NEPA is being abused; environmental effects of Nextgen and all FAA actions are subject to
NEPA disclosure and potential mitigation agreements before implementation, which the FAA
evades. Please see our Special Report,The Role of Local Officials in FAA’s NEPA Practices.

2. Explore a new City jet noise complaints app

ASK TO PACC:

Building on Santa Cruz citizen Adam Worrall’s http://stop.jetnoise.net app that shares
anonymized data with airports, academics, citizen researchers, please explore
establishing a new City jet noise app.

City complaint numbers exist for abandoned vehicles, shoreline noise, fireworks, etc.
Reporting aircraft noise requires something like a smart phone app that can identify specific
flights and elevations in order to have meaningful data to be collected, archived, and shared
in a way that is considerate of the various parties that can use the information. Citizen noise
reporting fulfills a communication role that goes beyond airport uses and they need to be
handled better than the Airport/FAA status quo. SFO has been working to replace Adam’s
app, but with unreasonable constraints.

Mayor Burt will recall that prior to Nextgen, impacted citizens did not have contact with
SFO’s noise office. Council’s reaction to resident concerns when we approached Council in
April 2014 was - how could there be a problem if there aren’t any complaints at SFO? Our
early observations, in 2014, about noise complaints to the airport are described here.

Citizen reporting data is best managed independently from federal and airport contractors
who have conflicts of interests with FAA and airport business - and as has been proven by
Adam’s innovation done at his own personal expense. Palo Alto is affected by three
international airports and other GA airports, including its own - all with different and
cumbersome systems. Our area counts on brilliant researchers and engineers who can
advise on a City app. Please work with community experts to modernize the various data
and information systems that inform you and for future leaders.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qIwUndE5OqqcJJv-QQt9d2pW4i5-cCus/view?usp=sharing
http://stop.jetnoise.net
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KGHSokquxHC8paDb7tVil7ORTDC6oTO4/view?usp=sharing
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3. Implement the Select Committee’s Unanimous Recommendations

ASK TO PACC:

Please take the responsible parties of Nextgen national infrastructure to task for
implementing the unanimous recommendations of the Select Committee relying on
lawful cumulative impacts analysis or fair data capture (not just looking at the
footprint of one plane) and relevant metrics. There are several, and these should be
considered in GBAS assessments..

● Southern Arrivals – rec. 2.5.5 to assess a procedure for Southern Arrivals
that does not “simply result in noise shifting”

● Flights from the North – rec. 2.2. to utilize the so-called East leg (over the
Bay) as much as possible"

Recommendation 2.5.5 follows Sky Posse advocacy for a Full Length of the Bay route to
have aircraft at high altitudes when going over populations, and with noisy descents over
water. The FAA has for too long been neglecting the SC process and its own two offers to
the Select Committee for night time noise reduction for the MidPeninsula - voluntary
programs and/or what FAA leadership described as infrastructure changes such as a new
route. Please note that new route or flight path development is only as good as their
eventual appropriate and balanced usage. The FAA recently presented in LA about “Option
B” processes7 to address usage which is critical and does not need to wait for the work with
GBAS.

The Select Committee was formed in response to citizen complaints with the support of
elected representatives, to address Nextgen noise. Private citizens devoted thousands of
hours to the effort, working with the FAA and members of Congress at their direction, on
their terms. In the end, the FAA ignored the committee's recommendations, effectively
thumbing their noses at the entire effort. We expect better, and need PACC to be more
proactive in advocating to reduce air traffic noise impacting Palo Alto neighborhoods.

Thank you,

Sky Posse Palo Alto

7

https://www.lawa.org/-/media/lawa-web/environment/lax-community-noise-roundtable/noise_manage
ment_presentations/2022/7-20-22-faa-n-downwind-option-b-presentation.ashx





From: Kimberley Wong
To: Council, City
Cc: Shikada, Ed
Subject: Comments regarding Fry"s site Item No 2, for the August 1, 2022 City Council Meeting
Date: Sunday, July 31, 2022 7:00:00 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.


Dear Mayor Burt and City Council Members, 

As many of you may know, I am a proponent of saving and restoring historic resources that
have woven themselves into the fabric of Palo Alto history. Thomas Foon Chew's Cannery is
one of those buildings that played a significant part in the development of Palo Alto as a city
as one of the 3 largest canning companies in the SF Bay Area aside from Del Monte and
Libby. Back in the day the canning company grew to  about 1000 workers and was the city's
largest employer. 

We understand that companies such as Sobrato need to be profitable, yet there are ways to
create a thriving business and at the same time honor those entrepreneurs who developed the
land and businesses before them. If somehow they could save the impressive shell of the
cannery building, build microhousing within the walls above with retail and offices below, all
walks of life could be served. An open space in the center could become a vibrant courtyard
with restaurants and live music, like the Oxbow market of Sonoma. 

And in turn, the rental income they can reap with these apartments, retail and offices would
make it worth their efforts. Plus Sobrato will gain a great reputation by serving the needs of
lower income workers who work in Palo Alto who cannot afford to live here and helping small
business owners who need a boost to start their businesses. 

There are many examples of how this combination of micro apartments, retail and offices can
work. In Providence Rhode Island a project called The Arcade has worked well with this
arrangement. And up and down the Bay Area Peninsula developers are building out many
apartment complexes with retail and community spaces below.

As new business models reduce the need for going into work since the beginning of the
pandemic we as a society and community should focus on developing more affordable
housing, community spaces and less office spaces. 

Please honor our forefathers that built this great city, preserve what has been deemed historic,
and build to serve the needs of the community.  This in turn will reap tidy profits while the
spaces created will develop into a vibrant, thriving and prosperous mecca of sustainable
living. 

Thank you,
Kimberley Wong, Granddaughter of Sam Ying Mock, one of the first chinese entrepreneurs to
operate a Chinese run restaurant, City Cafe, in downtown Palo Alto starting in 1905

mailto:sheepgirl1@yahoo.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Ed.Shikada@CityofPaloAlto.org
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From: Karen Holman
To: Council, City
Cc: Lait, Jonathan; Shikada, Ed
Subject: Agenda Item 2, Monday Aug 1 comments
Date: Sunday, July 31, 2022 6:48:30 PM
Attachments: Cannery Study session comments.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Please find attached comments for the item referenced.

Thank you.

Karen

mailto:kcholman@sbcglobal.net
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Jonathan.Lait@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:Ed.Shikada@CityofPaloAlto.org



Re:	City	Council	Meeting		
August	1,	Item	2		
340	Portage	Avenue	prescreening	and	initial	DA	(development	
agreement)	terms	
	
Honorable	Council	members,	
	
Thank	you,	staff,	and	Sobrato	for	all	the	effort	regarding	the	
predominant	portion	of	the	North	Ventura	Coordinated	Area	Plan	
(NVCAP).	What	is	before	the	Council	appears	to	accomplish	several	
things	associated	with	the	goals	of	the	NVCAP,	however,	there	is		
much	left	to	be	known	as	to	what	is	actually	being	accomplished.	The	
staff	report	invites	public	input,	but	there	is	not	enough	information	
provided	to	provide	informed	even	initial	comments	due	to	the	
questions	that	the	report	raises.		
	
I	try	to	provide	organized	questions	and	comments	below	so	as	to		
be	useful	in	your	asking	your	own	questions	and	providing	answers.	
And	apologies	for	the	length.	The	hope	this	will	be	a	useful	resource	
going	forward.			
	
•	The	report	should	present	the	vision	and	goals	of	the	NVCAP	in	the	
body	of	the	report	so	a	view	of	what	is	being	accomplished	can	be	
compared	to	those	guiding	principles	set	forth	by	Council	and	that	
guided	the	working	Group	for	approximately	two	years’	work.	Providing	
a	number	of	links	is	useful	for	digging	deeper	into	issues	but	does	not	
replace	the		transparent	and	useful	information	essential	and	central	to	
commenting	on	such	a	significant	proposal.		
	
•	The	staff	report	says	the	terms	of	the	Processing	and	Tolling	
Agreement	would	avoid	a	lawsuit.	Also,	Table	1:	Summary	of	Negotiated	
Terms	and	Obligations,	first	bullet	says	“settlement	agreement	for	no	
litigation”.		What	latitude	does	the	City	have?	What	are	the	terms	of	the	
Agreement	beyond	what	is	indicated	basically	in	the	staff	report	and	
what	latitude	does	the	City	have	to	deviate	from	them	should	significant	
issues	be	identified	during	community	review	and	CEQA	analysis?	In	
other	words,	what	is	the	City	committing	to	at	this	stage	on	properties	
that	have	been	central	to	an	extensive	NVCAP	public	process	that	
included	City	staff	and	Sobrato?		







•	The	Cannery	property	which	also	includes	the	Ash	building	is	eligible	
for	the	CA	Register	,yet	the	review	process	indicated	does	not	include	
the	City	‘s	Historic	Resources	Board	(HRB)	which	serves	as	the	City’s	
public	forum	for	review	of	historic	projects	and	potential	impacts	and	
successes	of	proposals.	Why	is	the	HRB	not	included	in	the	process?	
	
•	The	staff	report	indicates	that	“actions	related	to	the	development	
agreement	application	are	subject	to	CEQA.	It	is	expected	that	an	EIR	
would	be	drafted	according	to	CEQA.”	This	could	be	read	that	the	
development	agreement	will	not	be	subject	to	CEQA	but	any	resulting	
project	applications	would	be.	Please	clarify.		
	
Also,	as	presented,	there	will	be	5	separate	parcels;	it	is	unclear		
whether	all	would	be	evaluated	as	one	development	agreement	under	
CEQA.	Since	all	5	parcels	are	part	of	one	planning	effort	and	
development	agreement,	we	believe	that	all	need	to	be	considered	
together	to	avoid	“segmenting”	according	to	CEQA.	Please	clarify	the	
CEQA	process	that	will	take	place.			
		
•	Demolition	of	a	84,000	sq	ft	of	the	Cannery	for	74	townhouses---what	
professional	preservation	analysis	was	done	to	demonstrate	whether	
the	existing	building	could	be	adaptively	reused	for	housing	as	
demonstrated	in	other	communities?		
	
What	at	least	preliminary	analysis	was	done	to	identify	if	this	action	is		
a	significant	impact	to	the	Cannery	Building/property	or	not?	This	is	a	
large	element	of	the	proposal,	and	understanding	(or	not)	whether	this	
is	a	significant	impact	is	central	to	the	consideration.		
	
Why		is	“renovate”	as	opposed	to	“restore”	used,	especially	given	the	
historic	significance	of	the	property?		
	
•	It	is	not	clear	why	the	PC	(Planned	Community	Zone)	is	being	
resurrected	as	opposed	to	developing	specific	zoning	standards	and	
uses	for	the	parcels	identified	such	as	was	done	for	SOFA	I.	Using	the	PC	
seems	to	leave	much	undetermined	and	difficult	to	analyze.			
	
•	What	is	the	makeup	of	the	74	units	meaning	size	of	units,	number	of	
bedrooms,	height,	etc?	How	was	74	units	determined?	







•	Sobrato	entertained	a	mini-Target	during	the	NVCAP	process.	Online	
indications	are	that	mini-	Targets	are	15,000	square	feet.	Please	explain	
how/why	the	retail	sq	ft	is	now	2,600	sq	ft?	How	will	the	no-profit	rent	
“anticipated”	be	determined?	Does	that	translate	to	at	no	cost	or	a	
below	market	rate	or…?		
	
A	Table	needs	to	be	prepared	to	demonstrate	comparatively	what	is	
there	now	and	what	would	be	there	according	to	the	preliminary	plans.	
For	instance,	the	community	is	losing	retail	84,000	sq	ft	and	gaining	
approx.	12,000	sq	ft	of	R&D.		
	
A	Table	needs	to	be	prepared	to	demonstrate	comparatively	what	is	
required	of	Sobrato	with	what	is	being	offered.	For	instance,	a)	how	
much	land	is	required	per	code	for	parkland	vs	2.5	acres	proposed	and	
b)	number	of	affordable	housing	units	required	as	compared	to	what	is	
being	offered	by	way	of	land	and	money	and	how	many	units	can	be	
delivered	with	those	offerings.		As	a	note,	the	value	of	the	land	
presented	in	the	staff	report	deviates	from	what	was	published	in	the	
Mercury	in	February	2021,	$15M/acre	vs	$6m/acre	per	the	City.	
Clarification	on	this	would	also	be	appreciated.		
	
A	Table	needs	to	be	prepared	to	demonstrate	comparatively	the	annual	
fiscal	impacts	vs	advantages	for	both	the	City	and	Sobrato.	For	instance,	
what	tax	dollars	is	the	City	forgoing	by	conversion	of	Audi	site	to	R&D	
and	loss	of	retail	space	(including	potential	retail	space	as	a	portion	of	
Fry’s)	as	compared	to	the	annual	income	produced	by	the	continuation	
of	R&D	and	additional	R&D.		
	
Lastly,	any	proposal	of	this	size	and	significance	requires	careful	
planning.	That	was	the	purpose	of	the	NVCAP	Working	Group.		
Many	in	the	Working	Group	and	community	spoke	of	the	importance	
and	significance	of	Thomas	Foon	Chew	‘s	Cannery.	He	was	a	remarkable	
individual	who	impacted	literally	thousands	of	lives	and	livelihoods	in	
Palo	Alto	and	the	Peninsula.	When	it	comes	to	historic	properties	(CEQA	
determinations	are	for	properties,	not	just	buildings),	care	needs	to	be	
taken	when	planning	what	happens	on	an	historic	property,	which	in	
this	case	includes	the	Cannery	and	the	Ash	address	which	was	
previously	housing	that	served	the	Cannery	workers.		
	







For	instance,	putting	a	housing	development	or	parking	structure	on		
the	property	needs	to	be	planned	and	designed	such	that	any	impacts	
are	minimized,	avoided	or	mitigated	so	as	not	to	negatively	impact	the	
historic	status	of	the	Cannery	due	to	location,	design,	size,	etc.		
	
Three	recommendations:		
1)	Sobrato’s	and	the	City’s	architect/s	for	projects	on	the	site	whether	
they	are	inside	or	outside	the	historic	buildings	simply	must	be	
preservation	architect/s.	This	is	also	true	of	additional	buildings	that	
will/may	occupy	the	site.	There	is	a	phrase	that	is	used	when	an	
architect	not	trained	in	the	preservation	discipline	tries	to	develop	
plans	that	satisfy	the	Secretary	of	the	Interior’s	Standards…they	just	
never	get	there,	because	it	is	not	their	discipline.		
2)	Respect	the	individual	and	broad	implications	of	the	Cannery	
property	by	changing	the	name	of	the	street	that	leads	to	the	Cannery	
from	Portage	to	Thomas	Foon	Chew	Cannery	Way	(as	example).		
Simply	read	the	Page	&	Turnbull	report	to	gain	a	better	understanding	
of	the	significance	of	this	one	man	who,	as	an	immigrant,	became	an	
industry	leader	in	the	world.		
3)	The	City	and/or	Sobrato	could	appropriately	honor	and	respect		
Mr.	Chew	as	well	as	the	importance	of	the	Cannery	property	by	adding	
the	property	to	the	CA	and	Palo	Alto	Historic	Registers.	Neither	requires	
owner	consent,	but	there	is	little	reason	to	think	Sobrato	would	oppose	
listing	given	the	Secretary	of	Interior’s	Standards,	as	mentioned	in	the	
staff	report,	apply	with	or	without	such	listings.		
	
I	doubt	anyone	anticipates	getting	all	they	want	in	any	proposal.	This	is	
surely	no	exception.	But	knowledge	always	leads	to	better	outcomes	
with	fewer	surprises	and	less	upset.		
	
Respectfully	submitted,	
	
Karen	Holman	
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Re:	City	Council	Meeting		
August	1,	Item	2		
340	Portage	Avenue	prescreening	and	initial	DA	(development	
agreement)	terms	
	
Honorable	Council	members,	
	
Thank	you,	staff,	and	Sobrato	for	all	the	effort	regarding	the	
predominant	portion	of	the	North	Ventura	Coordinated	Area	Plan	
(NVCAP).	What	is	before	the	Council	appears	to	accomplish	several	
things	associated	with	the	goals	of	the	NVCAP,	however,	there	is		
much	left	to	be	known	as	to	what	is	actually	being	accomplished.	The	
staff	report	invites	public	input,	but	there	is	not	enough	information	
provided	to	provide	informed	even	initial	comments	due	to	the	
questions	that	the	report	raises.		
	
I	try	to	provide	organized	questions	and	comments	below	so	as	to		
be	useful	in	your	asking	your	own	questions	and	providing	answers.	
And	apologies	for	the	length.	The	hope	this	will	be	a	useful	resource	
going	forward.			
	
•	The	report	should	present	the	vision	and	goals	of	the	NVCAP	in	the	
body	of	the	report	so	a	view	of	what	is	being	accomplished	can	be	
compared	to	those	guiding	principles	set	forth	by	Council	and	that	
guided	the	working	Group	for	approximately	two	years’	work.	Providing	
a	number	of	links	is	useful	for	digging	deeper	into	issues	but	does	not	
replace	the		transparent	and	useful	information	essential	and	central	to	
commenting	on	such	a	significant	proposal.		
	
•	The	staff	report	says	the	terms	of	the	Processing	and	Tolling	
Agreement	would	avoid	a	lawsuit.	Also,	Table	1:	Summary	of	Negotiated	
Terms	and	Obligations,	first	bullet	says	“settlement	agreement	for	no	
litigation”.		What	latitude	does	the	City	have?	What	are	the	terms	of	the	
Agreement	beyond	what	is	indicated	basically	in	the	staff	report	and	
what	latitude	does	the	City	have	to	deviate	from	them	should	significant	
issues	be	identified	during	community	review	and	CEQA	analysis?	In	
other	words,	what	is	the	City	committing	to	at	this	stage	on	properties	
that	have	been	central	to	an	extensive	NVCAP	public	process	that	
included	City	staff	and	Sobrato?		



•	The	Cannery	property	which	also	includes	the	Ash	building	is	eligible	
for	the	CA	Register	,yet	the	review	process	indicated	does	not	include	
the	City	‘s	Historic	Resources	Board	(HRB)	which	serves	as	the	City’s	
public	forum	for	review	of	historic	projects	and	potential	impacts	and	
successes	of	proposals.	Why	is	the	HRB	not	included	in	the	process?	
	
•	The	staff	report	indicates	that	“actions	related	to	the	development	
agreement	application	are	subject	to	CEQA.	It	is	expected	that	an	EIR	
would	be	drafted	according	to	CEQA.”	This	could	be	read	that	the	
development	agreement	will	not	be	subject	to	CEQA	but	any	resulting	
project	applications	would	be.	Please	clarify.		
	
Also,	as	presented,	there	will	be	5	separate	parcels;	it	is	unclear		
whether	all	would	be	evaluated	as	one	development	agreement	under	
CEQA.	Since	all	5	parcels	are	part	of	one	planning	effort	and	
development	agreement,	we	believe	that	all	need	to	be	considered	
together	to	avoid	“segmenting”	according	to	CEQA.	Please	clarify	the	
CEQA	process	that	will	take	place.			
		
•	Demolition	of	a	84,000	sq	ft	of	the	Cannery	for	74	townhouses---what	
professional	preservation	analysis	was	done	to	demonstrate	whether	
the	existing	building	could	be	adaptively	reused	for	housing	as	
demonstrated	in	other	communities?		
	
What	at	least	preliminary	analysis	was	done	to	identify	if	this	action	is		
a	significant	impact	to	the	Cannery	Building/property	or	not?	This	is	a	
large	element	of	the	proposal,	and	understanding	(or	not)	whether	this	
is	a	significant	impact	is	central	to	the	consideration.		
	
Why		is	“renovate”	as	opposed	to	“restore”	used,	especially	given	the	
historic	significance	of	the	property?		
	
•	It	is	not	clear	why	the	PC	(Planned	Community	Zone)	is	being	
resurrected	as	opposed	to	developing	specific	zoning	standards	and	
uses	for	the	parcels	identified	such	as	was	done	for	SOFA	I.	Using	the	PC	
seems	to	leave	much	undetermined	and	difficult	to	analyze.			
	
•	What	is	the	makeup	of	the	74	units	meaning	size	of	units,	number	of	
bedrooms,	height,	etc?	How	was	74	units	determined?	



•	Sobrato	entertained	a	mini-Target	during	the	NVCAP	process.	Online	
indications	are	that	mini-	Targets	are	15,000	square	feet.	Please	explain	
how/why	the	retail	sq	ft	is	now	2,600	sq	ft?	How	will	the	no-profit	rent	
“anticipated”	be	determined?	Does	that	translate	to	at	no	cost	or	a	
below	market	rate	or…?		
	
A	Table	needs	to	be	prepared	to	demonstrate	comparatively	what	is	
there	now	and	what	would	be	there	according	to	the	preliminary	plans.	
For	instance,	the	community	is	losing	retail	84,000	sq	ft	and	gaining	
approx.	12,000	sq	ft	of	R&D.		
	
A	Table	needs	to	be	prepared	to	demonstrate	comparatively	what	is	
required	of	Sobrato	with	what	is	being	offered.	For	instance,	a)	how	
much	land	is	required	per	code	for	parkland	vs	2.5	acres	proposed	and	
b)	number	of	affordable	housing	units	required	as	compared	to	what	is	
being	offered	by	way	of	land	and	money	and	how	many	units	can	be	
delivered	with	those	offerings.		As	a	note,	the	value	of	the	land	
presented	in	the	staff	report	deviates	from	what	was	published	in	the	
Mercury	in	February	2021,	$15M/acre	vs	$6m/acre	per	the	City.	
Clarification	on	this	would	also	be	appreciated.		
	
A	Table	needs	to	be	prepared	to	demonstrate	comparatively	the	annual	
fiscal	impacts	vs	advantages	for	both	the	City	and	Sobrato.	For	instance,	
what	tax	dollars	is	the	City	forgoing	by	conversion	of	Audi	site	to	R&D	
and	loss	of	retail	space	(including	potential	retail	space	as	a	portion	of	
Fry’s)	as	compared	to	the	annual	income	produced	by	the	continuation	
of	R&D	and	additional	R&D.		
	
Lastly,	any	proposal	of	this	size	and	significance	requires	careful	
planning.	That	was	the	purpose	of	the	NVCAP	Working	Group.		
Many	in	the	Working	Group	and	community	spoke	of	the	importance	
and	significance	of	Thomas	Foon	Chew	‘s	Cannery.	He	was	a	remarkable	
individual	who	impacted	literally	thousands	of	lives	and	livelihoods	in	
Palo	Alto	and	the	Peninsula.	When	it	comes	to	historic	properties	(CEQA	
determinations	are	for	properties,	not	just	buildings),	care	needs	to	be	
taken	when	planning	what	happens	on	an	historic	property,	which	in	
this	case	includes	the	Cannery	and	the	Ash	address	which	was	
previously	housing	that	served	the	Cannery	workers.		
	



For	instance,	putting	a	housing	development	or	parking	structure	on		
the	property	needs	to	be	planned	and	designed	such	that	any	impacts	
are	minimized,	avoided	or	mitigated	so	as	not	to	negatively	impact	the	
historic	status	of	the	Cannery	due	to	location,	design,	size,	etc.		
	
Three	recommendations:		
1)	Sobrato’s	and	the	City’s	architect/s	for	projects	on	the	site	whether	
they	are	inside	or	outside	the	historic	buildings	simply	must	be	
preservation	architect/s.	This	is	also	true	of	additional	buildings	that	
will/may	occupy	the	site.	There	is	a	phrase	that	is	used	when	an	
architect	not	trained	in	the	preservation	discipline	tries	to	develop	
plans	that	satisfy	the	Secretary	of	the	Interior’s	Standards…they	just	
never	get	there,	because	it	is	not	their	discipline.		
2)	Respect	the	individual	and	broad	implications	of	the	Cannery	
property	by	changing	the	name	of	the	street	that	leads	to	the	Cannery	
from	Portage	to	Thomas	Foon	Chew	Cannery	Way	(as	example).		
Simply	read	the	Page	&	Turnbull	report	to	gain	a	better	understanding	
of	the	significance	of	this	one	man	who,	as	an	immigrant,	became	an	
industry	leader	in	the	world.		
3)	The	City	and/or	Sobrato	could	appropriately	honor	and	respect		
Mr.	Chew	as	well	as	the	importance	of	the	Cannery	property	by	adding	
the	property	to	the	CA	and	Palo	Alto	Historic	Registers.	Neither	requires	
owner	consent,	but	there	is	little	reason	to	think	Sobrato	would	oppose	
listing	given	the	Secretary	of	Interior’s	Standards,	as	mentioned	in	the	
staff	report,	apply	with	or	without	such	listings.		
	
I	doubt	anyone	anticipates	getting	all	they	want	in	any	proposal.	This	is	
surely	no	exception.	But	knowledge	always	leads	to	better	outcomes	
with	fewer	surprises	and	less	upset.		
	
Respectfully	submitted,	
	
Karen	Holman	
	
	
	
	
		



From: Elaine Johnson
To: Council, City
Subject: Public comment for 8/1 North Ventura study session
Date: Sunday, July 31, 2022 2:02:33 PM

[Some people who received this message don't often get email from elaine@swagman.com. Learn why this is
important at https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Dear City Council,

I am a homeowner at 251 Chestnut Avenue in Ventura and wish to share comments for the 8/1 North Ventura study
session about redevelopment of the former Fry’s area.

—First, for future council meetings and notices sent to neighborhood homeowners, I’d like to request that you
include a link to a succinct summary of the issues to be discussed, in language that people who are not involved in
city planning can understand.

I received a postcard about the meeting and wish I had a clearer understanding about what is on the table. I have
waded through past council minutes and Palo Alto Weekly articles to educate myself and try and understand the
issues.

—Specifically, would you please address at the 8/1 meeting:

• What does “prescreening for development agreement and rezoning” mean for this site?
• What are the “negotiated terms” being considered?
• If the zoning is currently RM-30 and GM, what is being considered?

—My neighbors are telling me that City Council has already worked out a deal with Sobrato about the former Fry’s
site but is now asking for public comment. If there truly is an opportunity to share input, here are my thoughts:

• I support Alt 3B to provide more BMR housing and more open space at the former Fry’s site.
• As a city and as a neighborhood, we do not need ANY more office space or R&D space. We have blocks and
blocks of commercial spaces sitting empty. More and more people are working from home. If the only reason we are
supporting office space is to incentivize benefits and housing, then we need a more creative funding solution.
• I support overriding the historic nature of the old cannery at 340 Portage and demolishing it in order to achieve the
maximum amount of housing in the space. We can honor the history of the cannery and the architect with public
signage.
• I am in favor of naturalized creek restoration.
• Whatever is built in the space, please, please do not underpark the area. People have cars and they need a place to
put them. It is wishful thinking that the proximity to CalTrain means people won’t own cars. If you do not plan for
parking, then people will clog the neighborhood streets with their cars.

Thank you for taking my comments.

Sincerely,

Elaine Johnson

mailto:elaine@swagman.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
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From: Neera Sodhi Narang
To: Council, City
Subject: Comments regarding Redevelopment of Fry"s site: Item #2, 8.1.22
Date: Sunday, July 31, 2022 1:58:23 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from neera.sodhi@gmail.com.
Learn why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Burt and City Council Members,

I wish to raise some concerns after reviewing the most recent plans for redevelopment of the
Fry's site.

1. I'm concerned about the fact that negotiations proceeded after the threat of a lawsuit from
Sobrato - other developers will be paying close attention and I'm sure will hope to achieve
their goals in a similar way in the future.

2. Palo Alto needs more affordable housing, not overpriced townhomes - the fact that below
market housing is not the main priority is a major missed opportunity for the current iteration
of the plan. I would propose using the existing site for market-rate townhomes to instead
accommodate affordable housing, and in turn be able to dedicate more of the proposed BMR
housing site to additional green space which could be appreciated by both the on-site residents
and our local ventura community. 

3. Ventura is the most densely developed part of Palo Alto, and is still the site of future
development goals for the city. Having adequate green space is essential to helping our section
of town continue to thrive and promote a healthy lifestyle. I'm glad to see that there is
greenspace being planned, but worry that improvements such as creek naturalization will take
decades - I would like to make sure that existing plans include immediate implementation of
park space etc while linking to these longer term goals.

respectfully,
Neera Narang (Fernando Ave, Ventura)
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From: Rebecca Sanders
To: Council, City
Subject: Why the Cannery Matters - August 1, 2022, Item #2
Date: Saturday, July 30, 2022 2:36:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Burt and City Council Members:

Here are a few reasons why it is important to preserve this historically significant Cannery.

1. The three canneries Thomas Foon Chew http://vasonabranch.com/packing_houses/index.php?
title=Bayside_Canning_Company founded, built and operated are still standing in one form or
another?  Alviso https://www.sanjose.org/bayside-cannery,
Isleton https://www.nps.gov/nr/travel/asian_american_and_pacific_islander_heritage/Isleton-Chinese-and-Japanese-
Commercial-Districts.htm and Palo Alto http://vasonabranch.com/packing_houses/index.php?title=Sutter_Packing

2.   Thomas Foon Chew is considered a significant — perhaps the first —  Chinese-born entrepreneur in Santa Clara
Valley’s history. 

3.  There was a railroad spur and a trolley that served the cannery; 

4. Palo Alto and Mayfield were a college town with no industry.  Thomas Foon Chew brought industry to Palo Alto.

5.  Thomas developed asthma so it was deemed appropriate for him to move to Los Gatos  His children were the first
Asian American to graduate from Los Gatos High School (it appears to be the case!).

7.  Chinese Exclusion Act threw a lot of folks into turmoil, but Mrs. Chew was able to smuggle in potential brides for
her son. If Each time the  son refused to marry the prospective bridge, they went to work at the Cannery.  It is
significant that TFC not only succeeded but became wealthy in the face of racism. 
        in 1943 Chinese war brides were allowed to immigrate
in 1961 under Kennedy 105 Chinese immigrated to the US
in 1965 Under Johnson more Chinese immigrated to the US

8.  The house that the family lived in in Los Gatos is still there,

9. Thomas died at the age of 42.

10.  Thomas invented an asparagus sorter

11. Thomas was once known as the asparagus king

12.  Not only were Chinese employed by Thomas Foon Chew, but later Portuguese and Italian immigrants

13.  Other Chinese entrepreneurs of significance in the Valley: Joe Shoong ended up founding the Dollar Store.  See
page 8 of this
PDF  http://apaliyla.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/9/3/13937794/150_years_of_chinese_lives_in_the_santa_clara_valley.pdf 

14. Thomas Foon Chew employed a Chinese American who although graduate of Stanford was unable to find gainful
employment commensurate with his degree because of racism.

I know I am not alone in wanting the legacy of Thomas Foon Chew to be celebrated and his extraordinary story told.
Can't we find a way to save the Cannery?  While there is R&D in one portion, why not devote some  of it to  a
Community Center with a  space devoted to sharing this inspiring story and preserving a significant part of the City's
and the Valley's history.

Thank you,
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Becky Sanders
Ventura Neighborhood



From: Rebecca Sanders
To: Council, City
Subject: Re: Item # 2, August 1, 2022
Date: Saturday, July 30, 2022 2:13:52 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from rebsanders@gmail.com. Learn
why this is important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Burt and Council Members:
 
We the undersigned of the Ventura Neighborhood Association object to the current proposal
for development of the Fry’s site, citing the following reasons:

1. The demolition of 1/3 of a significant historic resource, of unique importance to
Asian-American history. The cannery’s very size is part of its historic value.  The
NVCAP working group evaluated alternatives that would preserve the entire building.

2. The property is zoned for housing, yet the proposal is office intensive. The whole
point was to build as much housing there as possible, sunsetting the commercial uses
as promised by previous Councils

3. Segregating the below market rate housing from the market rate housing violates the
core principles that Palo Alto has strived to achieve over many decades. Completely
unnecessary and undesirable, segregation smacks of city-backed redlining.

4. By caving to the threats of a lawsuit, the City only encourages other developers to use
the same bully tactics.

5. This proposal falls far short of the vision that many NVCAP volunteers had for the
Fry's site.. The proposal converts a community-oriented auto repair building into non-
community-serving offices - that's another step in the wrong direction. We end up
with more R&D office space than currently exists at a time when what we need is
housing.  

This can't be the best option. The public isn't going for this. We hope you will do better by us. 
 

Please give the public time to submit alternatives.  One example, suppose the applicant were
willing to give up something in exchange for preserving R&D.  Since they have no right to
tear down any of the cannery building due to its significance anyway, we could let them keep
2/3 R&D and have the rest be a community center or some other public benefit. We could put
housing and a garage elsewhere on the site. That’s just one idea. Please keep iterating until we
find something that we can all cheer for.

Sincerely,
 
Ventura Neighborhood Association Members

Becky Sanders
Scott Van Duyne
Gary Mahany
Susan Kemp
Chris King
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Christopher Jette
Pearlin Yang
Jamila Rufaro
Caleb Hauser
Carla Wray




